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New Interior Products Coming To The 2023 Convention 

Leather Balm: This is a thicker version of Polycryl that allows you to also fill fine cracks as you color the 

item.  

Magic Heat Wand: This is a pin point heating tool that will allow you to concentrate heat to any small area 

allowing you to do repairs on very sensitive materials without creating a halo. 

FX- 9 Low Gloss Thick and Thin: This  is the newest version of FX-9 low temp. It is now in a new low 

gloss formula and it is available in Thick and Thin viscosity. 

New Flock Chopper: This tool allows you to chop your flock into very fine Microfiber for better looking 

repairs. 

New Micro Torch: This is a new butane powered torch that is used for doing hard plastic repair. 

Ultra Flex: This is a new sandable heat cure compound that features a low gloss. 

Color Flex:  This is a colored version of FX-9. It now comes in 10 different colors that can be intermixed to 

create 100'S of colors. 

New Polycryl  Promax Ultra:  This is the newest version of Polycryl that will feature extreme chemical 

resistance and improve the feel properties. 

New Duracryl  Promax Ultra: This is an improved version of Duracryl topcoat which will feature improved 

chemical resistance and UV resistance for interior and exterior applications such as marine applications. 

Updated Polycryl Color Swatch System: This new system has added colors and formulas to help you get to 

more colors faster when it comes to color matching. 

New  Extra Large Round Grain Pads:  These grain pads are  extra large and round so they can go around 

steering wheels and make repairs without edges. 

New Protex: This is a new and improved spray texture for use in texturing repairs. 

Pro Weller Iron:  This is a 700 degree professional Weller Iron with a special shoe for making iron repairs. 

New Flock Roller: This new tool improves the look of velour repairs. 

See demonstrations Friday & Saturday at convention.  Then try the products out yourself at one of our 

Product Workstations located in the Pavilion. 

 


